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In this study, I examine two writing samples using a

heuristic based on Richard A. Lanham's definition of

bureaucratic writing in Revising Business Prose: noun-

centered, abstract, passive-voiced, dense, and vague. I

apply a heuristic to bureaucratic writing to see if Lanham's

definition holds and if the writing aids or hinders the

information flow necessary to democracy. After analyzing the

samples for nominalizations, concrete/abstract terms, active/

passive verbs, clear/unclear agents, textual density, and

vague text/writers' accountability, I conclude that most of

Lanham's definition holds; vague writing hinders the

democratic process by not being accountable; and bureaucratic

writing is expensive. Writers may humanize bureaucracies by

becoming accountable. A complete study requires more samples

from a wider source.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY:

THE IRONY OF BUREAUCRATIC WRITING IN AMERICA

We Americans have long prided ourselves on our dynamic

"can do" spirit and practical mindset. We also pride

ourselves on our democratic form of government, a prime

characteristic of which is the "free flow of information to

ensure that citizens are in an equal and informed position to

choose and hold accountable their [leaders]" (The Cambridge

Encyclopedia 349). It seems out of character, then, that

many American leaders, professionals, and workers stifle the

free flow of information by using--consciously or

unconsciously--a static bureaucratic language.

The following example from a graduate-level textbook

illustrates the problem. The author of the textbook,

Integrating Innovation and Technology Management: A Handbook

with Case Studies on the Assessment and Implementation of

Technology, attempts to explain "Understanding Technology

Outcome Dimensions":

In situations where technology-based systems are

used to assist humans in producing goods and

services, the work environment can be described as

one where task structure mediates between the

1
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information system and the worker. The worker's

job satisfaction and psychological stress are

therefore affected by changes in the task structure

associated with changes in the system design

parameters. Other outcome dimensions such as

productivity and quality are affected by changes in

the mechanism of production or service. Employment

levels are affected by changes in productivity.

Occupational safety and working conditions, system

outcomes, and ergonomic factors are affected by

system and task design parameters. In a work

environment that uses technology, the optimization

of Technology-Aided Task Impact Model (TATIM)

variables and parameters requires an ongoing

process of planning, measurement, evaluation,

control, improvement, and maintenance. (24)

In the preceding passage, sentences average 22 words. Every

main verb but one is passive. Sentence subjects include

"employment levels," "outcome dimensions," and

"optimization." With unclear sentence agents and passive

verbs generating nominalizations, the information does not

flow freely; yet many writers in government, business,

and academia use similar language (Lanham 72; Lutz 10;

Orwell 45).

Unclear headings such as "Understanding Technology

Outcome Dimensions" retard comprehension. Not only must
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students struggle through such texts, but consumers must also

struggle with esoteric food labeling, and citizens must

struggle with Internal Revenue Service publications. All

this struggling costs money because it takes up valuable time

(Lanham 121; Markel 5). Clear, concise writing proves

economical in the long run. Does unclear, dense

bureaucratic writing cost citizens in a democracy more than

money? Examining this question is one of the reasons for by

beginning this preliminary study of bureaucratic language.

In this study, I analyze the linguistic and

metalinguistic characteristics of two samples of bureaucratic

writing. I base this preliminary study on a definition of

bureaucratic writing in Richard A. Lanham's Revisin Business

Prose. In this chapter, I state the purpose and scope of the

study, list sources of previous studies, summarize Lanham's

definition of bureaucratic writing, give the background and

the significance of the study, plus provide the study's

methodology.

Purpose and Scope of the Study

Lanham states that his purpose is not to "condemn"

bureaucratic writing, but to ask how it came to be and how it

operates (71). This study's purpose is to analyze two

samples of bureaucratic writing to see if Lanham's definition

holds up and if the samples' writers appear to aid or hinder
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the free flow of information. In order to analyze the

samples, I will create a heuristic with Lanham's definition--

that bureaucratic writing is noun-centered, abstract,

passive-voiced, slow, and vague--forming the base (1). I

substitute the term dense for Lanham's term slow, since the

former term better illustrates how readers often must work

their way through bureaucratic writing.

Since I analyze only two samples, I call this study "a

preliminary study." A true, comprehensive study would

include many more writing samples from a wider range of

bureaucratic establishments. This study could serve to lay

the groundwork for a more comprehensive study.

Previous Studies

My main sources are Richard A. Lanham, George Orwell, H.

P. Grice, William Lutz, and Wendell Berry. I emphasize

Lanham's 1992 definition (Revising Business Prose) because

Lanham's work is recent (1992), relevant (he deals with both

linguistic and metalinguistic aspects of the writing), and

objective (his definition covers several perspectives about

why people write in "bureaucratese"). Although I borrow

Lanham's definition of bureaucratic writing as a base for the

heuristic, I expand this base, principally with H. P. Grice's

Cooperative Principle (Brown and Yule 31-32) and Wendell

Berry's theories on "the accountability of language--hence

the accountability of language users" (24-25).
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Grice's principle supports Lanham's and others'

findings, though Grice does not target bureaucratic language

specifically. In addition, Orwell, Lutz, and Berry--though

writing from definite political agendas--offer valuable

information. I discuss these sources in more detail in both

the background section of this chapter and in Chapter II of

this study.

Lanham's Definition of Bureaucratic Writing

Lanham defines bureaucratic writing, which he calls

"Official Style":

The Official Style is the language of bureaucracies

of large organizations; it is a noun-centered

language, full of static abstractions, voiced

always in the passive, and slow. Above all, it

strives to disguise the actor. (1)

Lanham uses the term slow; I prefer the term dense to

better illustrate how bureaucratic writing requires readers

to work their way through it. Lanham's last point of

definition--that vague bureaucratic writing often hides who

is doing what--is the minor focus of this study since

citizens must have access to information if the democratic

process is to prosper.
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Background and Significance of the Study

On first reading, George Orwell's 1946 essay "Politics

and the English Language" appears to indict most modern

prose, yet early in the essay he declares his hopefulness:

"The point is that the process [of language decline] is

reversible" (41). It seems as if current events justify

Orwell's hopefulness. Almost half a century after "Politics

and the English Language" first appeared in 1946, clear

language laws "have become an important new kind of

regulatory legislation" (Bowen, Duffy. and Steinberg 155).

Also, professional writing courses are proliferating in our

universities as corporations finance sending "their

professionals back to the classroom to improve their writing

skills" (Markel 5).

On the less positive side, Orwell, who argues that

"political speech and writing are largely the defense of the

indefensible" (49), has a modern disciple in William Lutz.

In Doublespeak, Lutz states that he does not deal with "what

we are doing to the language, but what we are doing with the

language. The issue is not just whether subjects and verbs

agree, but whether statements and facts agree (xi - xii). As

an example, Lutz quotes Palestinian Liberation Organization

(PLO) leader Yasir Arafat and Israeli Foreign Minister Yitsak

Shamir on "peace." Arafat insists that the PLO has no

intentions of hurting anyone. "It is precisely because we
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have been advocating [peaceful] co-existence that we have

shed so much blood" (161). Shamir claims that to avenge the

PLO murder of an Israeli diplomat, Israel would attack the

PLO "without reservation, without end, because we have

decided to live and to live in peace" (161).

Orwell and Lutz are not alone in their conspiracy

theories about language. Another source of "language

conspiracy" criticism stems from radical feminists, who see

the power structure as a monolithic evil oppressing everyone

outside "the white, middle-class, male legitimizing circle,"

since those within the circle have "sole access to the

legitimation of experience" (Spender 203). In other words,

some feminists believe that leaders decide what experiences--

and what language--has value and legitimacy. Although Dale

Spender takes an extreme position, she does share some common

ground with those who advocate democratic ideals. Both

believe that everyone benefits from having access to

information that affects the common welfare; however,

scenario of villainous bureaucrats conspiring to deceive all

citizens, clients, or students does not encompass "the whole

truth" (Lanham 74).

Bureaucratic writing has another aspect besides

occasional conspiracy, its ubiquity. And this ubiquity lulls

readers into passively accepting the bureaucratic style.

Readers and writers--whether citizens, students, or
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bureaucratic clerks--become so used to seeing the

bureaucratic style and to using it, that brisk, concise

writing can seem foreign. Writers who use a bureaucratic

style probably do so because the style is common and

habitual, thus comfortable. In addition, the media

characterizes American popular culture as fast and violent.

Perhaps bureaucratic writing's litany of phrases, one

following slowly and predictably upon the other, may seem

soothing in comparison to the everpresent and screaming

headlines.

Methodology of the Study

In this preliminary study, I complete six main steps:

* review previous studies of bureaucratic writing:

* create a heuristic based on Lanham's definition to

analyze two samples of bureaucratic writing;

* apply the heuristic to the writing samples;

* conclude, from the results of the preliminary

analysis, if Lanham's basic definition of

bureaucratic writing holds true for these samples

and if the writing appears to aid or hinder the

free flow of information;

* speculate about what might result from bureaucratic

writers becoming more accountable in their writing;

* suggest directions for a more comprehensive study.
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In Chapter II of this study, I expand Lanham's basic

definition by synthesizing it with previous studies of

bureaucratic language. In Chapter III, I present the samples

of bureaucratic writing for analysis after providing the

analytic methodology and heuristic. In Chapter IV, I discuss

the results of applying the heuristic to the samples, then

present my conclusions, speculations, and suggestions for

future studies in Chapter V.

I analyze the following samples of bureaucratic writing

in Chapter IV:

* An excerpt from a scientific journal article.

[John Orem et al., "Activity of Respiratory Neurons

During NREM Sleep," Journal of Neurophysiology 54

(1985): 1144-1155]

* A letter by a Morton Thiokol International (MTI)

engineer concerning the 0-rings that National

Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA) used on

the space shuttles. [D. A. Winsor, "Communication

Failures Contributing to the Challenger Accident:

An Example for Technical Communicators," in IEEE

Transactions on Professional Communication 3

(1988) : 101-107]

I choose these samples, first, because taxpaying

Americans partially fund both academic research and the space

program. John Orem's staff received funding from the

National Institutes of Health (PETA News 16); Morton Thiokol
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International (MTI) received funding indirectly from NASA

through the Marshall Space Center (Winsor 101).

Second, the samples come from two distinct

establishments. Orem's article comes out of the American

university research establishment, which includes the

academic publishing establishment. The MTI letter comes out

of the American military establishment, which includes space

research, industrial research and development, plus

manufacturing. Based on five years' experience working in

corporate America plus four years' experience teaching in a

university, I believe that the samples represent typical

writing, whether from the scientific/academic establishment

or the military/industrial complex.

Third, I am interested not only in how and why people

write the way they do, but also in how American society

actually operates in relation to cultural myths about how it

operates. The two samples are typical day-to-day writing by

writers in large bureaucratic establishments. America's

reputation for cutting through red tape to achieve objectives

appears to be at odds with what I consider America's massive,

unresponsive bureaucratic system. I do, however, see signs

of change, such as how plain language laws and technical

writing courses are flourishing. This preliminary study

brings together linguistic analyses of bureaucratic writing

with the metalinguistic relations of bureaucratic writing to

American culture.



CHAPTER II

PREVIOUS STUDIES: A LINK WITH LANHAM'S

FIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF

BUREAUCRATIC WRITING

Several contemporary authors have identified problems

with bureaucratic writing. According to Richard A. Lanham's

definition, bureaucratic writing exhibits the following

characteristics: "noun-centered," abstract, passive-voiced,

dense, and vague (1). The first four characteristics deal

with grammar and syntax. The fifth characteristic,

vagueness, is a metalinguistic problem, since Lanham claims

that bureaucratic writing "[a]bove all strives to disguise

the actor" (1). By acknowledging how vague writing affects

readers (they cannot tell who is doing what), Lanham is

analyzing writing on a level above the linguistics of grammar

and syntax. He is analyzing writing on a metalinguistic

level, which involves examining how language affects us

socially (Kinneavy 24; Lipson 7): how "statements and facts

agree," not just how "subjects and verbs agree" (Lutz xi).

This chapter reviews previous studies of bureaucratic

language. I divide the chapter into sections based on

Lanham's characteristics. The first four sections cover

linguistic characteristics (noun-centered, abstract, passive-

11
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voiced, and dense). The fifth section covers the

metalinguistic effects of vagueness. To expand and enrich

Lanham's definition, I will include information principally

from the writings of Orwell, Lutz, Grice, and Berry.

Noun-Centered

Creating noun-centered prose means nominalizing active

verbs and/or using he verbs and weak verbs, which generate

noun-centered prepositional phrases. For example,

bureaucratic writers often combine weak verbs with noun

phrases as in "conduct an investigation" or "implement a

study" instead of using active verbs such as "investigate" or

"study." Writers use such noun-centered prose to inflate the

message (Lanham 74; Lutz 6; Orwell 44). Lanham likens using

excessive nominalization to casting a "witch--doctor's spell";

translating such language into conversational English breaks

the spell and defeats the writer's purpose (80).

Orwell, too, finds excessive nominalization problematic,

noting that writers of bureaucratic writing tend to eliminate

"simple verbs" in favor of wordier and grander sounding noun

phrases (44). Orwell also recognizes how long-winded,

Latinate nominalizations have begun to replace the more

concise gerund in bureaucratic writing (45). Writers in

bureaucracies want to sound "authoritative" or "scientific"

(Lanham 72), so they puff up their language "to make the
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ordinary seem extraordinary or to make everything seem

impressive" (Lutz 6). In one example, the writer substitutes

"vertical transportation corps" for "elevator operators." In

another example, the writer describes "black--and-white

television sets . . . as having 'non-multicolor capability'"

(Lutz 6). In both examples, the writer substitutes inflated,

but vague nominalizations for more concrete, comprehensible

terms.

Lutz provides the less humorous example of how Pentagon

officials deceive taxpayers into funding an inflated military

budget. The officials prefer to order "hexiform rotatable

surface compressions unit[s]" worth over two thousand dollars

each, instead of ordering ordinary steel nuts worth thirteen

cents apiece at the local hardware store (171). In this

case, inflated language equals inflated prices--at taxpayer

expense. This example of confusing terminology shows that

some bureaucratic writing can hinder the free flow of

information to the public.

Presenting unclear, imprecise information does not

satisfy either democratic principles or Grice's Cooperative

Principle, which states that information must be precise,

provable, pertinent, and sufficient for clear understanding

(Brown and Yule 32). Orwell, however, most succinctly

expresses how writers can avoid nominalizations: "Never use a

long word where a short one will do" and "Never use the

passive where you can use the active" (51).
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Abstract

Several modern authors back up Orwell's 1946 dictum that

the "whole tendency in modern prose is away from

concreteness" (46). Lanham writes that "[c]larity is often

the last thing [bureaucratic writing] really wants to create.

A sociology paper or a corporate memo in plain English

could spell disaster" (84). Ex-Prime Minister Margaret

Thatcher reveals one strategy followed by leaders of

bureaucratic governments: "You don't tell deliberate lies,

but sometimes you have to be evasive" (Safire and Safir 98).

According to Wendell Berry, clear writing results when

writers name the agents and objects of action in their

sentences (25). Using specific, concrete words aids

comprehension (Selzer 79) so that readers can make informed

decisions. As a counter-example, Lutz points out how writers

use the same abstract phrase, "involuntary conversion," to

describe three different issues: a car theft, a house fire,

and an airplane crash (4). Often, abstract writing turns out

to mean nothing at all (Lanham 76; Orwell 45). As Orwell

claims,

[In much modern prose], the concrete melts into the

abstract and no one seems able to think of turns of

speech that are not hackneyed: prose consists less

and less of words chosen for the sake of their

meaning, and more and more of phrases tacked

together. . . . (43)
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Examples of inflated, abstract phrases abound in

education bureaucracies: "instructional delivery" instead of

"teaching" and "implement a needs assessment strategy"

instead of "test" (Lutz 61). Corporate America contributes

its share as well. IBM's ex-leader John Akers recently wrote

a memorandum to employees introducing a policy called

"resource action." This innocuous sounding policy resulted

in IBM managers telling more than 30,000 of their employees

(or "resources") to leave their jobs, then to either retire

or to take any job IBM offered them anywhere in the country

(the "action"). Although Lanham reminds us that "people . .

. act, not offices or even officers" (123), some bureaucratic

writing obscures this fact.

Passive-Voiced

Bureaucratic writers also obscure people's actions by

using the passive voice. Several sources warn against using

it excessively. Jack Selzer, in "A 'Readable' Technical

Style" quotes G. R. Klare's assertion that "active sentences

are more comprehensible than passives" (80). If writers

include concrete sentence agents and active, descriptive

verbs, they can clarify their writing. In addition, the

Maxim of Quantity from Grice's Cooperative Principle states

that writers must provide enough information so that their

readers will understand it (Brown and Yule 32). Surely this
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includes concrete agents and descriptive verbs. Finally,

Wendell Berry advises writers to "stand by their words" (25).

Berry means for writers to specify who is doing what by using

clear agents and verbs, rather than to hide the action by

using the passive voice.

Klare, Grice, and Berry, then, do not support the main

rule of bureaucratic writing, "deliberately saying nothing at

all, but saying it in the required way" (Lanham 76). Lanham

explains the rule:

The rule is clear. Don't assert anything you can

get tagged with later. It may come back to haunt

you. So never write "I think" or "I did." Keep

the verbs passive and impersonal: "It was concluded

that" or "Appropriate action was initiated on the

basis of systematic discussion indicating that."

(76)

The practice of "not saying anything you can get tagged

with" does little to foster accountability. If writers avoid

being accountable for their words, neither democracy or

community prospers. To foster community, Berry suggests that

writers clarify sentence agents, be willing to claim their

words as their own, and use language that readers will

understand (25).

If accountable language builds community (Berry 34),

then nonaccountable language must inhibit it. A sense of
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community, of common purpose, would surely help ease the

impersonal nature of the bureaucratic system. Passive voice

constructions such as "it has been determined" epitomize the

impersonal nature of bureaucracy in which no humans perceive,

no humans decide, and no humans act. Bureaucratic writing,

then, is dehumanized writing. If, as Edward Sapir and

Benjamin Whorf's hypothesis states, syntax influences

perception (Carroll vi), then dehumanized bureaucratic

writing must encourage a dehumanized system. Dehumanized

language must negatively influence the perceptions of humans

who write it and read it since writing is a social act

(Kinneavy 24; Lipson 7). When leaders avoid taking

responsibility for their actions, they may be sending a

metalinguistic message to their readers: accountability is

not important.

Dense

Lanham addresses the issue of accountability when he

asks, "What should business writing be like?" (1). His

answer--that business or professional writing should be

"fast, concrete, and responsible" (l)--reflects his concern

with responsibility or accountability. As The Cambridge

Encyclopedia points out, the democratic process depends in

part on citizens being able to hold their leaders

"accountable" (349).
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In contrast, bureaucratic writing's dense structure

(Lanham 1, 91; Orwell 49) does not seem to foster

accountability. Selzer claims that readers have trouble

comprehending sentences clogged with prepositional phrases

(74). And since readers of bureaucratic writing find few

agents and active verbs to guide them, these readers must

search for--and many times only guess at--the writer's

intent. To illustrate how writers use the passive voice to

avoid taking responsibility, Lanham translates the direct "I

decided to fire him" into the following dense, statement:

It has been determined that the individual's

continued presence in the present personnel

configuration would tend to be to the detriment of

the ongoing operations efficiency of the

organizational unit in which the individual is

currently employed. (90)

The writer clogs this 37-word sentence with five

prepositional phrases. The decision "to discontinue the

individual's presence" can come back to haunt no one, since

"it" apparently is responsible. According to some sources,

writers in bureaucracies generate dense, incomprehensible to

maintain a low profile, their primary reason being to avoid

accountability (Lanham 75; Phillips 791).

Why is this so? Lanham (80), Orwell (44), and Lutz (5)

agree on one reason: writers who work in impersonal

bureaucracies are trying to impress their readers or are
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trying to transform the banal into the profound (Lanham 76,

Orwell 44, Lutz 4). When this happens, "the act of smelling

something becomes 'organoleptic analysis' [and] glass becomes

'fused silicate'" (Lutz 4). In these cases, we can overlook

pretentious language as harmless ego inflation. As long as

these writers are not deceiving the public, then they do no

harm.

On the other hand, pretension is still just that: a

pretense. When writers in bureaucracies use pretentious

language to avoid accountability, they impede the free flow

of information that makes citizens as equally informed as

their leaders (The Cambridge Encyclopedia 349). Ideally,

leaders and citizens cooperate for the good of all.

Cooperation, however, may be more than mere idealism;

Cooperation can be a pragmatic strategy. As Napoleon I

warns: "Unite for the public safety, if you would remain an

independent nation" (Safire and Safir 160).

Vague

Orwell claims that vagueness is a "marked

characteristic" of contemporary writing (43). Vagueness

results from noun-centered, abstract, passive-voiced, and

dense writing. As an example of vague bureaucratic writing,

Lutz cites a 1977 Houston Chronicle report. The Chronicle

reprinted a memorandum that a public school principal sent to

parents. Following is the memo's first paragraph:
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Our school's Cross-Graded, Multi-Ethnic,

Individualized Learning Program is designed to

enhance the concept of an Open-Ended Learning

Program with emphasis on a continuum of multi-

ethnic academically enriched learning, using the

identified intellectually gifted child as the agent

or director of his own learning. Major emphasis is

on cross-graded, multi-ethnic learning with the

main objective being to learn respect for the

uniqueness of a person. (51)

The memo raises several questions:

* Should public schools teach students or "enhance

concepts"?

* Does "open-ended" mean that students will design

their own curricula? Will school administrators

require students to file their own lesson plans?

Must students evaluate their own progress?

* Finally, will the teacher learn respect for the

students or will the students learn respect for one

another or will the students learn respect for

themselves and their ethnic backgrounds? If so,

what about White Anglo Saxon Protestants who attend

the school?

First, the example is noun-centered. The writer uses

nine nominalizations and omits sentence agents, thereby
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confusing the reader. Writers who omit sentence agents

("Major emphasis is . . . ") fail to meet the Maxim of

Manner--using precise, concrete terminology--from Grice's

Cooperative Principle (Brown and Yule 32). Second, the

example contains abstract language such as "continuum of

multi-ethnic academically enriched learning." This abstract

language signals that the writer has broken Grice's' Maxim of

Quality--truthful, provable information (Brown and Yule 31).

Third, the passive verb "is designed" and the be verb "is" do

not indicate who is responsible for the program. Fourth, the

example is dense. In two sentences, the writer packs in 70

words, including eight prepositional phrases.

In this memorandum, vague bureaucratic writing hinders

the free flow of information from public school principal to

taxpaying parents. Surely taxpayers have a right to hold

their public officials accountable. The public becomes wary

when officials' words do not match official actions. Indeed,

readers must struggle to find any actions or facts at all in

the paragraph. As Lutz asserts, citizens must not just

concern themselves with "whether subjects and verbs agree,

but whether statements and facts agree" (xi-xii).

We can better understand why writers in bureaucracies

use abstract phrases and omit sentence agents when we

remember Lanham's first rule of bureaucratic writing: "Keep

your head down. Don't assert anything you'll have to take
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the blame for. Don't, if you can help it, assert anything at

all" (75). This rule reflects the bureaucratic penchant for

omitting in their sentences who acts or who decides on policy

(1). "Disguising the actor" has implications far beyond the

level of sentence structure (Lanham 1). Omitting the

sentence agent can illustrate either unskilled writing or

deliberate deception. "The issue is not what we are doing to

the language, but what we are doing with the language"

(Lutz xi).



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY, HEURISTIC, AND SAMPLES OF

BUREAUCRATIC WRITING FOR ANALYSIS

In this chapter, I first outline the heuristic, then

provide the two samples of bureaucratic writing for analysis.

Chapter IV includes the results of applying the heuristic.

In Chapter V, I present conclusions, speculate about what

could happen if bureaucratic writers become more accountable

for their words, and suggest directions for further study.

Methodology and Heuristic for Analyzing Samples of

Bureaucratic Writing

In each sample, I count total words, then count each

type of element such as nominalizations, passive and active

verbs, and prepositions. I compute how frequently and in

what percentages elements occur plus determine ratios. (The

heuristic below includes specifics.) After collecting the

data, I present it in prose and table form.

I use the following heuristic to analyze samples of

bureaucratic writing:

1. How many nominalizations does each sample

contain? What is the percentage of nominalizations

23
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to both total words and revised word total? (The

revised word total excludes prepositions,

articles, and pronouns since these elements add

little to the sentence's meaning.) What is the

average number of nominalizations per sentence?

2. How many concrete words does each sample contain?

How many abstract words? What are the percentages

of both concrete and abstract words to total words

and to the revised word total? What is the ratio

of abstract to concrete words per sentence? This

criterion relates to the Grician Maxim of Quantity,

i.e., presenting enough data to make the text

understandable.

3. How many active verbs and passive verbs does the

sample contain? What are the percentages of active

and passive verbs? What is the ratio of active

verbs to passive verbs? (I include weak verbs and

be verbs in the passive category because they

operate like passive verbs, which generate

prepositional phrases and nominalizations

(Orwell 44).

4. How many sentences contain clear sentence agents,

and what percentage of the sample does this number

represent? How many sentences contain unclear or

omitted sentence agents, and what percentage of the
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sample does this number represent? What is the

ratio of clear sentence agents to unclear or

omitted sentence agents? This criterion

corresponds to Grice's Maxim of Quality, i.e.,

presenting provable data.

5. Based on the number of prepositional phrases and

passive verbs, is the text dense or open? This

criterion corresponds to Grice's Maxim of Manner,

i.e., presenting accessible data.

6. Is the writing accountable (does what the writer

say correspond to what the writer or the writer's

organization does)?

Samples of Bureaucratic Writing for Analysis

I will analyze the following two samples of bureaucratic

writing:

Sample 1:

Sample 2:

An excerpt from a scientific journal

article which describes lab experiments with

animals. [John Orem et al., "Activity of

Respiratory Neurons During NREM Sleep,"

Journal of Neurophysiology 54 (1985):

1144-1145; 1154]

A letter, cited in a professional

communications journal article, by a Morton

Thiokol International (MTI) engineer
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concerning the o-rings that NASA used on the

space shuttles. [D. A. Winsor,

"Communication Failures Contributing to the

Challenger Accident: An Example for

Technical Communicators," in IEEE

Transactions on Professional Communication

31 (1988): 107]

Sample 1: Excerpt from a Scientific Journal Article by

University Researchers John Orem et al.

The purpose of this study was to analyze

differences in the activity of medullary

respiratory neurons in the unanesthetized, intact

cat during wakefulness and non-rapid-eye-movements

(NREM) sleep. . . . We studied single respiratory

neurons located within a 1-2 mm deep, 8-10 mm long

zone that followed, and included in its dorsal

aspect, the retrofacial and amibiguus nuclei. . . .

Most cells were less active in NREM sleep than in

wakefulness. Similar proportion of weak and strong

cells and inspiratory and noninspiratory cells were

affected by sleep. The reduction in sleep of the

activity of strong inspiratory cells was consistent

with a general relationship between this activity

and the duration of inspiration. Lower discharge
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rates were associated with longer breaths; higher

rates with shorter breaths. This relationship

existed within both NREM sleep and wakefulness, and

the plot of the relationship across these states

formed a continuous function. . . . Eight adult

cats were implanted, under barbital sodium

(nembutal) anesthesia, with wire electrodes for

recording the electroocculogram, the

pontogeniculooccipital waves, and the

electroencephalogram. These allowed discrimination

of states of sleep and wakefulness (13). A headcap

was formed of dental acrylic in which the

electrodes, body and head restraint, and a 25-pin

connector were attached. A pin used as a reference

for microelectrode penetrations was embedded in the

headcap. . . . A tracheal fistula was formed by

exposing the trachea, cutting it longitudinally on

its ventricle, across four to six of the supporting

cartilages, then sewing the edges of the cartilages

to the margins of the skin. After the surgery, the

fistula was opened daily with a cotton applicator

until scar tissue developed at the margins of the

fistula, and the opening became permanent.. .

Before recording respiratory neurons, we added the

animals to restraint. They were swaddled . . . in
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a canvas bag, and the bolts embedded in the headcap

were secured in a rigid metal plate. The cats were

restrained in this manner for 4-8 hours for several

days. The animals were then anesthetized with

ether, and a small craniotomy was performed in the

occipital bone. The edges of the cranium were

filled with bone wax, and the exposed opening was

covered with Panalog, a steroid ointment which

prevented the development of scar tissue. The

animals were allowed to recover at least 1 day

after this brief surgery. . . . Recording sessions

were 4-8 h long. Individual animals were recorded

over periods ranging from ~1 wk to more than 1 mo.

Before each recording session, the tracheal fistula

was intubated with shortened, soft, 16 French,

endotracheal tubes and the cuff was inflated. The

tube was connected to small-animal

pneumotachograph, across which pressure differences

were sensed with a probe transducer and recorded on

both a polygraph and a tape recorder. . . . [T]he

frequency of breathing, peak rate of instantaneous

airflow, respiratory dilations of the upper

airways, and respiratory responses to CO2 hypoxia

[are] a result of a lesser chemical (C02) stimulus

because, despite a lowered metabolic rate in that
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state, there is an increase in arterial CO2

pressures. (John Orem et al., "Activity of

Respiratory Neurons During NREM Sleep," Journal of

Neurophysiology 54 [1985]: 1144-1145; 1154)

Sample 2: Letter from Brian Russell, MTI Engineer, to Jim

Thomas at NASA's Marshall Space Center

SUBJECT: Actions pertaining to SRM Field Joint

Secondary Seal

Per your request, this letter contains the answers

to the two questions you asked at the

July Problem Review Board telecon.

1. Question: If the field joint secondary seal

lifts off the metal mating surfaces during

motor pressurization, how soon will it return

to a position where contact is

re-established?

Answer: Bench test data indicate that the

o-ring resiliency (its capability to follow

the metal) is a function of temperature and

the rate of case expansion. MTI measured the

force of the o-ring against Instron plattens,

which simulated the nominal squeeze on the

o-ring and approximated the case expansion

distance and rate.
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At 1000F the o-ring maintained contact. At

75 0F the o-ring lost contact for 2.4 seconds.

At 50 0F the o-ring did not re-establish

contact in ten minutes at which time the test

was terminated.

The conclusion is that secondary sealing

capability in the SRM field joint cannot be

guaranteed.

2, Question: If the primary o-ring does not

seal, will the secondary seal seat in

sufficient time to prevent joint leakage?

Answer: MTI has no reason to suspect that

the primary seal would ever fail after

pressure equilibrium is reached, i.e., after

the ignition transient. If the primary

o-ring were to fail from 0 to 170

milliseconds, there is a very high

probability that the secondary o-ring would

hold pressure since the case has not expanded

appreciably at this point. If the primary

seal were to fail from 170 to 330

milliseconds, the probability of the

secondary seal holding is reduced. From

330 to 660 milliseconds the chance of the

secondary seal holding is small. This is a
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direct result of the o-ring's slow response

compared to the metal case segments as the

joint rotates.

Please call me or Mr. Roger Boisjoly if you have

additional questions concerning this issue.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS FROM APPLYING THE

HEURISTIC TO SAMPLES OF

BUREAUCRATIC WRITING

This chapter contains the results from applying a

heuristic based on Lanham's definition of bureaucratic

writing in Revising Business Prose to two samples of

bureaucratic writing. In this chapter, I refer to the

excerpt from the 1985 Journal of Neurophysiology article as

"the Orem sample" and to the letter from the 1988 IEEE

Transactions on Professional Communication as the "MTI

sample."

I analyze the two writing samples against the following

abbreviated heuristic criteria:

* Nominalizations

* Concrete/abstract terms

* Active/passive verbs

* Clear/unclear sentence agents

* Textual density

* Vagueness of text/accountability of writer.

32
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Results of Applyina the Heuristic to the Orem Sample

The 24-sentence sample totals 490 words. The revised

word total--minus prepositions, articles, and pronouns--

equals 346. The sample contains 71 prepositions, 61

articles, and 13 pronouns. In addition, sentences average 20

words, based on total number of words. Based on the revised

word total, sentences average 14 words. Table 1 shows these

overall statistics.

Table 1

Overall Statistics from the Orem Sample

Types of Elements Number of Elements in Sample

Sentences 24

Total Words 490

Revised Word Total (RWT) 346

Prepositions 71

Articles 61

Pronouns 13

Average Sentence Length (Total Words) 20

Average Sentence Length (RWT) 14

The 47 nominalizations in the sample equal 10% of the

total words and 14% of the revised word total. Sentences

average two nominalizations each, as shown in Table 2 on the

next page.
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Table 2

Nominalizations: Statistics from the Orem Sample

Elements Number /Ratio of Elements in Sample

Total Number of Sentences 24

Total Number of Nominalizations 47

Average: Nominalizations per Sentence 12

Percentage: Nominalizations per Total Words 10%

Percentage: Nominalizations per RWT 14%

Concrete terms outnumber abstract terms three to one. I

find 112 concrete terms and 40 abstract terms. Concrete

terms are 23% of the total words and 32% of the revised word

total. Abstract terms are 8% of the total words and 12% of

the revised word total. Table 3 on the next page shows

these data.

Passive verbs outnumber active verbs seven to one.

Thirty-three passive verbs and five active verbs appear in

the sample. Passive verbs make up 7% of the total words and

10% of the revised word total. Active verbs make up 1% of

the total words and 1% of the revised word total. Eighty-

eight percent of the sentences have passive verbs; 13% of the

sentences have active verbs. Table 4 on the next page shows

statistics on these verb forms.
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Table 3

Concrete/Abstract Terms: Statistics from the Orem Sample

Elements Number/Ratio of Elements in Sample

Ratio of Concrete to Abstract Terms 3:1

Number of Concrete/Abstract Terms 112/40

Percentage: Concrete Terms to Total Words 23%

Percentage: Concrete Terms to RWT 32%

Percentage: Abstract Terms to Total Words 18%

Percentage: Abstract Terms to RWT 12%

Table 4

Passive/Active Verbs: Statistics from the Orem Sample

Elements Number/Ratio of Elements in Sample

Ratio of Passive Sentences to Active Sentences 7:1

Total Number of Passive Verbs 33

Total Number of Active Verbs 15

Percentage: Passive Verbs to Total Words 17%

Percentage: Passive Verbs to RWT 10%

Percentage: Active Verbs to Total Words 01%

Percentage: Active Verbs to RWT 01%

Percentage of Passive Sentences 88%

Percentage of Active Sentences 13%

Unclear agents outnumber clear agents eleven to one.

Twenty-one sentences exhibit unclear agents and three
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sentences exhibit clear agents. Sentences with unclear

agents represent 88% of the sentences. Sentences with clear

agents represent 13% of the sentences. Table 5 shows these

data.

Table 5

Unclear/Clear Agents: Statistics from the Orem Sample

Elements Number/Ratio of Elements in Sample

Percentage: Unclear to Clear Agents 11:1

Number of Sentences with Unclear Agents 21

Number of Sentences with Clear Agents 13

Percentage: Sentences with Unclear Agents 88%

Percentage: Sentences with Clear Agents 13%

The text, primarily dense, contains 21 passive sentences

(88%) out of 24 sentences. Sentences average two

nominalizations and five prepositions. (Three sentences

contain six, seven, and eight prepositions, respectively.)

Table 6 on the next page shows statistics on textual density.

The Orem sample appears to be a straightforward

research study. Translating Orem's bureaucratic writing into

conversational English, however, shows that Orem may not give

a realistic picture of what his "scientific" research

actually entails. For example, the study claims to "analyze
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differences in the activity of medullary respiratory neurons

in the unanesthetized, intact cat during wakefulness and non-

rapid-eye-movement (NREM) sleep" (Orem et al. 1144). This

entails what amounts to animal torture (PETA News 16).

Orem's writing focuses on "neurons" located in "zones"

(1144). To measure the activity of these neurons, however,

Orem first operates on the cats, keeps their wounds or

"zones" open, inserts electrical probes into the

unanesthetized wounds, then records the cats' breathing for

up to eight hours at a time, often over months' time.

Table 6

Textual Density: Statistics from the Orem Sample

Elements Number/Ratio of Elements in Sample

Total Number of Sentences 24

Total Number of Passive Sentences 21

Average Number of Nominalizations per Sentence 2

Average Number of Prepositions per Sentence 5

In another part of his article, Orem refers to the cats'

"reduction in sleep" (1144). According to People for the

Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), Orem deprived the cats

of sleep by forcing them to remain awake for over 12 hours at

a time perched over barrels of water. The cats would fall

into the water if they fell asleep (PETA News 16).
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Other doctors could find no value to Orem's research

(PETA News 16). Table 7 shows the results of applying the

sixth criterion, accountability, to the Orem sample. I

borrow Lanham's concept of a "conversational English

translation" to "break the . . . spell" of vague, inflated

bureaucratic writing (Lanham 80).

Table 7

Comparing What Orem Writes to What Orem Does

Bureaucratic Writing from Sample

We studied single respiratory

neurons located within a 1-2 mm

deep, 8-10 mm long zone that

followed .. . (1144)

Conversational English Translation

Orem and his team screwed head

caps of dental cement directly

into the cats' skulls (PETA News

16) to measure when neurons (nerve

cells) fired. Electrodes

penetrated the cats' skulls and

diaphragms to measure these

"neurons." The "zone" refers to

surgical wounds. The staff

manually and chemically kept the

wounds open and did not do

anything to relieve the cats'

pain.
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Table 7, Continued

Comparing What Orem Writes to What Orem Does

Bureaucratic Writing from Sample

The reduction in sleep of the

activity of strong inspiratory

cells was consistent with . .

(1144).

Recording sessions on the

"unanesthetized, intact cat [s] "

were 4-8 hours long. (1144-1145)

The animals were added to

restraint . . . (1145)

Conversational English Translation

Orem reduced the cats' sleep by

making them balance on small shelves

for over 1 2 hours at a time--in

the dark. If they lost their

balance, they fell into barrels of

water. (PETA News 16)

During the innocuous sounding

"recording sessions, " Orem's staff

measured the cats' breathing for up

to eight hours with electrodes

emerging from the unanesthetized

cats' brains and diaphragms. These

implanted electrodes signaled Orem' s

computers so he could collect and

publish his data.

For up to eight hours at a time and

for months at a time, Orem bound the

cats in body bags to train them to

hold their breath at the sound of a

tone. (PETA News 16).

_ _ IlliIII IIIIIIsip i allial i 11 -
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Table 7, Continued

Comparing What Orem Writes to What Orem Does

Bureaucratic Writing from Sample Conversational English Translation

LA]nd respiratory responses to CO2  If the cats failed to hold their

hypoxia [are] a result of a lesser breath when a tone sounded, a

chemical stimulus . . . (1154) computer squirted harsh chemicals

(a "chemical stimulus" into

their eyes (PETA News 16).

Results of Applying the Heuristic to the MTI Sample

The 16-sentence sample totals 306 words. The revised

word total equals 231. The sample shows 31 prepositions, 37

articles, and seven pronouns. Based on total words,

sentences average 19 words. Based on the revised word total,

sentences average 14 words. Table 8 on the next page shows

these overall statistics.

The 26 nominalizations equal 8% of the total words and

11% of the revised word total. Each sentence averages two

nominalizations. Table 9 on the next page shows these

statistics.

Concrete terms outnumber abstract terms three to one. I

find 56 concrete terms and 18 abstract terms. Concrete terms

make up 18% of the total words and 24% of the revised word

total. Abstract terms make up 6% of the total words and 8%
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of the revised word total. Table 10 on the next page has

these data.

Table 8

Overall Statistics from the MTI Sample

Types of Elements Number of Elements in Sample

Sentences 16

Total Words 306

Revised Word Total (RWT) 231

Prepositions 31

Articles 37

Pronouns 7

Average Sentence Length (Total Words) 19

Average Sentence Length (RWT) 14

Table 9

Nominalizations: Statistics from the MTI Sample

Elements Number/Ratio of Elements in Sample

Total Number of Sentences

Total Number of Nominal i zat i ons

Average: Nominalizations per Sentence

Percentage: Nominalizations per Total Words

Percentage: Nominalizations per RWT

16

26

12

8%

11%
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Table 10

Concrete/Abstract Terms: Statistics from the MTI Sample

Elements Number/Ratio of Elements in Sample

Ratio of Concrete to Abstract Terms 3:1

Number of Concrete/Abstract Terms 56/18

Percentage: Concrete Terms to Total Words 18%

Percentage: Concrete Terms to RWT 24%

Percentage: Abstract Terms to Total Words 16%

Percentage: Abstract Terms to RWT 8%

The ratio of active verbs to passive verbs is one to

one. Seventeen active verbs and 15 passive verbs appear in

the sample. Active verbs make up 6% of the total words and

7% of the revised word total. Passive verbs make up 5% of

the total words and 6% of the revised word total. Table 11

on the next page reflects these data.

The ratio of clear to unclear agents is one to one.

Nine sentences exhibit clear agents and seven sentences

exhibit unclear or omitted agents. Sentences with clear

agents represent 56% of the sentences. Sentences with

unclear agents represent 44% of the sentences. Table 12 on

the next page shows these statistics.

The text exhibits both dense and open structural

qualities. Over half (56%) of the sentences have clear

agents. Active sentences (56%) outnumber passive sentences
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(40%). Sentences average 2 prepositions each. Table 13 on

the next page shows these data.

Table 11

Passive/Active Verbs: Statistics from the Orem Sample

Elements Number/Ratio of Elements in Sample

Ratio of Passive Sentences to Active Sentences 7:1

Total Number of Passive Verbs 33

Total Number of Active Verbs 15

Percentage: Passive Verbs to Total Words 17%

Percentage: Passive Verbs to RWT 10%

Percentage: Active Verbs to Total Words 1%

Percentage: Active Verbs to RWT 1%

Percentage of Passive Sentences 88%

Percentage of Active Sentences 13%

Table 12

Unclear/Clear Agents: Statistics from the Orem Sample

Elements Number/Ratio of Elements in Sample

Percentage: Unclear to Clear Agents 11:1

Number of Sentences with Unclear Agents 21

Number of Sentences with Clear Agents 13

Percentage: Sentences with Unclear Agents 88%

Percentage: Sentences with Clear Agents 13%
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Table 13

Textual Density: Statistics from the Orem Sample

Elements Number/Ratio of Elements in Sample

Total Number of Sentences 24

Total Number of Passive Sentences 21

Average Number of Nominalizations per Sentence 2

Average Number of Prepositions per Sentence 5

Table 14 shows the results of applying the sixth

criterion, vagueness, to the MTI sample. An MTI engineer

wrote the letter to administrators at NASA's Marshall Space

Center, which, according to the IEEE article, awarded MTI the

joint-and-seal contract. Although MTI engineers had already

alerted management to the potential "jeopardy" that the

faulty o-rings could cause (Winsor 104-105), the letter does

not clearly state the problem's severity. In contrast to the

letter's assurance that "MTI has no reason to suspect that

the primary seal would ever fail" (Winsor 105), an earlier

internal memorandum clearly warns that if MTI does not

resolve the problem, NASA could "lose a flight along with all

the launch pad facilities" (Winsor 104). In Table 14 on the

next page, I compare what the letter states to what an

earlier internal memorandum claims.
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Table 14

Comparing the External MTI Letter with the Internal MTI

Memorandum

Bureaucratic Writing from Sample

(External Letter)

MTI has no reason to suspect that

the primary seal would ever fail

after pressure equilibrium is

reached. (105)

The conclusion is that secondary

sealing capability in the SRM

field joint cannot be guaranteed.

(105)

Please call me or Mr. Roger

Boisjoly if you have additional

questions concerning this issue.

Conversational English Translation

(Internal Memorandum)

[TIhe 16A nozzle joint [eroded] a

secondary O-ring with the primary

0-ring never sealing. . . . (104)

If [a secondary 0-ring eroded

because the first O-ring did not

seal, the] result would be a

catastrophe of the highest order--

loss of human life. (104)

It is my honest and very real

opinion that if we do not take

immediate action to . . . solve the

problem with the field joint having

. priority, then we stand in

jeopardy of losing a flight along

with all the launch pad facilities.

(104)



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE ANALYSIS, SPECULATIONS ABOUT

FUTURE BUREAUCRATIC WRITING, AND

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Bureaucratic writing is the language of American

institutions (Lanham 1). If Lanham is correct in defining

bureaucratic writing as abstract, dense, and vague, then this

kind of writing contrasts ironically with America's down-to-

earth, dynamic, practical culture. In this preliminary

study, I apply Lanham's definition to two samples of

bureaucratic writing to see if his definition holds up and if

the writing in the samples aids or hinders the free flow of

information. After analyzing the two samples, I conclude the

following:

* Most of Lanham's definition holds up.

* By "denying the reality of action" (Lanham 75),

bureaucratic writing's vagueness can hinder the

democratic process, in which citizens hold

their leaders accountable (The Cambridge

Encyclopedia 346).

* Bureaucratic writing is costly (Markel 5) in

terms of people's money and their well-being.

46
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* In the future, writers in bureaucracies can humanize

the system by humanizing their writing.

* Further studies require a larger sample size and a

wider range of sample sources.

After comparing the writing samples with their

conversational English translations, I also speculate that if

writers in bureaucracies begin to be accountable for their

words, then the bureaucratic system can become less

impersonal and more humane. If leaders and citizens

cooperate, they can further democracy. Finally, I suggest

that further studies require many more samples from a wider

range of sources.

Most of Lanham's Characteristics Holds Up

The samples exhibit some but not all of Lanham's

characteristics from Revising Business Prose. I conclude

that both samples' writing is noun-centered, passive-voiced,

and vague, that only one sample exhibits dense text, and that

the writing shows a greater percentage of concrete terms than

abstract terms.

Since each sample averages five prepositions per

sentence, the writing is noun-centered. Lanham is also

correct to claim that the passive voice predominates in

bureaucratic writing: 88% (Orem) and 56% (MTI) of the

sentences contain passive verbs. In addition, he Orem
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sample's text proves dense (88% of the sentences are passive

with unclear agents; every one in five words is a

preposition). The MTI text, however, exhibits both dense and

open qualities, since the number of sentences with active

verbs and clear agents equals the number of sentences with

passive verbs and unclear agents; therefore, this aspect of

Lanham's definition does not hold up. Concrete terms

outnumber abstract terms three to one in both samples;

therefore, I can find little evidence of writers using

abstract language to excess.

Vague Bureaucratic Writing Can Hinder the Flow of

Information

Based on comparing what the writers in the two samples

said to what they did, I conclude that the writing is vague.

In these two cases, the vagueness of the writing is also

misleading. The vague writing hinders the flow of

information. For example, Orem claims to research nerve

cells, but according to other experts, his work is spurious.

PETA News quotes Dr. Kenneth P. Stoller, M.D.: "Dr. John Orem

has been playing with cat brains for over 12 years and has

yet to produce a practical application. He has also been

playing with millions of taxpayer dollars over his career."

Veterinarian Suzanne Cliver adds, "I found Orem's work . .

a profound embarrassment to the scientific community" (PETA

News 16).
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Explaining why the scientific publishing establishment

emphasizes the results sections in its papers, Carol Lipson

states that this practice keeps the reader's "attention . . .

on the object rather than on what the scientist does" (14).

She notes that many journals print the methods section in

smaller print. The Orem article's methodology, for example,

appears in a smaller type and focuses on the results of

studying medullary respiratory neurons, not on what the staff

does to the cats. Similarly, the external MTI letter does

not inform Marshall Space Center of the critical nature of

the o-ring problem. The MTI sample illustrates that

bureaucratic writers sometimes deliberately hide the truth,

because fear "taking responsibility" (Lanham 75). They

also fear losing lucrative contracts (Winsor 107).

Bureaucratic Writing is Costly

Vague bureaucratic writing is not only sometimes

misleading, it is often costly (Markel 5). Students are

paying $54.95 for a textbook with subchapters devoted to

"technology outcome dimensions." Taxpayers are buying steel

nuts worth thirteen cents apiece for over two thousand

dollars apiece. "Cost" here implies more than economics.

Vague writing costs us in other ways as well. American

taxpayers are apparently funding animal torture in the name

of "science" through the National Institutes of Health.
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Astronauts are losing their lives because companies who

knowingly manufacture faulty parts are "afraid of losing a

contract" (Winsor 107). In both cases, the vague

bureaucratic writing hinders the free flow of information.

Lutz points out that America "depends on an informed

electorate to [decide] issues of public policy" (20).

Perhaps writers can help inform the electorate by beginning

to write more responsibly. Impersonal bureaucracies foster

impersonal writing, which perpetuates the stagnant

bureaucratic system, a system at odds with dynamic American

ideals.

Future Bureaucratic Writers Can Humanize the System

How do bureaucracies encourages vagueness? They do in

part by reifying or objectifying experience (Lanham 75;

Phillips 794; Lipson 14). Noun-centered language by

definition does not focus on the action, thus writers can

avoid accountability for their words by convincing themselves

that "[t]he system acts, not the people within it" (Lanham

75). In an article about how large bureaucracies reify

experience, Carol Lipson points out that what profits the

bureaucratic institution may harm the people within it as

well as the people at large. Nelson Phillips also warns,

"From an ethical standpoint the reification of institutions

is disastrous . . . [resulting] in individuals abdicating
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responsibility" (791). Bureaucratic writing can, however,

become responsible--if writers "stand by their words" (Berry

34). When writers acknowledge that their words affect

others, when they begin including human agents and clearly

stating human actions, they can literally rehumanize the

impersonal bureaucratic system.

These kinds of positive changes have already begun.

Several American states are legislating plain language laws

"to put consumers on a more equal footing with industry" and

"to aid consumers or to correct apparent injustice" (Bowen,

Duffy, and Steinberg 155). In addition, corporations are

beginning to appreciate "that profits can result from simple

language" (Malcolm Baldridge quoted in Bowen, Duffy, and

Steinberg 157). Michael H. Markel, in his textbook,

Technical Writing: Situations and Strategies, informs his

readers that if they are currently enrolled in a technical

writing course, "chances are that it was created in response

to the needs of the working world" (4).

Further Studies Require a Larger Sample Size and a Wider

Range of Sample Sources

This study has modest aims: to serve as a preliminary

study of bureaucratic writing and to partially fulfill the

requirements for a master's degree. A comprehensive study of

bureaucratic writing would more appropriately be
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dissertation length. In fact, one source, the article on

plain language laws, suggests analyzing 180 samples to see

how documents evolve after states enact legislation (Bowen,

Duffy, and Steinberg 163).

The irony still remains, however, that America has a

reputation for dynamic practicality while many of its

business, government, and academic writers use a stagnant,

impractical bureaucratic language. Bureaucratic writing not

only runs counter to traditional American ideals, it also is

an important issue, as Lanham acknowledges:

[Clear writing] is a matter of efficiency as well

as of humanity and aesthetic grace. We understand

ideas better when they come, manifestly, from other

human beings. That is simply the way human

understanding evolved. (123)

When bureaucratic writers begin writing understandable

and accountable prose, then the American bureaucratic system

will evolve into a system that matches America's promise.
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